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ABSTRACT
There is a renewed interest in data marketplaces with cloud data
warehouses that make sharing and accessing data on-demand and
extremely easy. However, analyzing marketplace datasets is chal-
lenge since current tools for creating the data models are manual
and slow. In this paper, we propose to demonstrate a learning-
based approach to discover, deploy, and optimize data models. We
present the resulting system, PikePlace, show an evaluation over
Snowflake marketplace and TPC-H datasets, and describe several
demonstration scenarios that the audience can play with.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data marketplaces are becoming increasingly popular for scenarios
such as querying, reporting, data services, APIs, ML models, and
views [12]. While traditional open-source marketplaces, such as
Data.gov [9], OECD [14], World Bank [3], and Nikkei [13], have
been around for a while, there is a renewed interest in data mar-
ketplaces with cloud data warehouses that make sharing and using
data extremely easy. Consequently, several cloud data warehouse
providers have launched their own data marketplaces, including
Snowflake [17], AWS [2], Databricks [5], and Google [4]. Many
other data-driven organizations also have similar data sharing in-
ternally, e.g., the Cosmos platform inMicrosoft [15], where separate
teams are responsible for producing and consuming enterprise data.
Industry trends show that data marketplace platforms are growing
at a CAGR of 25%, which is faster than both big data and business
intelligence, and it is expected to be a $5𝐵+ market by 2030 [16].

Data marketplaces users still need to analyze the datasets before
deciding to buy or even spend time in using them. Unfortunately,
such an analysis is ad-hoc and tedious, making it a challenge to
get business value out of marketplace datasets [18]. To illustrate,
consider the Amazon Vendor Analytics dataset from the Snowflake
marketplace [1] that contains 52 tables and 1,568 columns. Typically,
the data analysts start by running “select * from T limit 10", before
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Figure 1: Current tools for manual data modeling.

figuring out how to clean, combine, aggregate, and create interest-
ing visualizations. However, this is tedious for the large number of
tables and columns present in this dataset. In fact, analysts can eas-
ily end up spend days or weeks in wrangling marketplace datasets
before they can derive the relevant insights [7]. Naturally, users
want more efficient ways to onboard new external data source [8].

The core challenge in turning data into intelligence is to create
the right data models that can deliver insights quickly. Figure 1
shows popular tools used by data analysts (or the analytics engi-
neers) for data modeling. Data analysts can either use data platform
side tools such as writing queries directly to interactive data clouds,
saving those queries as materialized views for predictive perfor-
mance, scheduling them as tasks or DAGs in Snowflake or pipelines
in Databricks, or running them as external workflows in DBT or
Airflow. Alternatively, the data analyst can use application side
tools such as persistent derived tables using LookML, saved queries
in Apache Superset, Extracts in Tableau, Imports in Power BI, pre-
ferred tables in Google BI engine, and SPICE in Amazon QuickSight.
Unfortunately, these tools are manual and complex, requiring a lot
of time and effort to learn, build, and operationalize data models.

In this demonstration, we take a radically different approach
to data modeling. Instead of having analysts figure out their data
models manually, we introduce a model generator that automati-
cally generates data models on marketplace datasets, as shown in
Figure 2. With model generator, data analysts work on directly dis-
covering the insights, while the system takes care of automatically
sharing the models across all users. Once the generated models are
deployed, the system also optimizes them for best performance,
and composes them into scalable workflows. The resulting system,
coined PikePlace, brings down the time to insights from days and
weeks to minutes, while making it extremely easy to deploy and
manage the data model lifecycle.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we present the
PikePlace system and its various modules for data marketplace in-
telligence (Section 2). Then, we show a brief evaluation of PikePlace
in terms of exploration effectiveness and performance (Section 3).
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Figure 2: Generated data modeling approach.

And finally, we describe several demonstration scenarios and how
the audience will play with them (Section 4).

2 PIKEPLACE
PikePlace introduces a brand-new way to think about marketplace
intelligence, as illustrated in Figure 3. It starts by learning a data
model generator for a given data source. Thereafter, user can ask
for generated data models, explore interesting visualizations be-
fore tuning the data models further, and finally deploying them
as generated workflows. With generated data models, PikePlace
automates an important time-taking step, reducing the time and
effort needed in gathering business intelligence. Finally, a workflow
generator then deploys the data models by automatically creating
optimized Airflow DAGs that run periodically on the backend.

Below we describe each of the components in PikePlace, namely
the generated models, the exploratory visualizations, and the opti-
mized workflows in more details.

2.1 Generated Data Models
Generating data models involves three steps, namely building the
base models, inferring columns, and ranking final models. We de-
scribe each of these below.

Base models. PikePlace starts by connecting to users’ data
sources and learning the model generator directly over it. To do
this, PikePlace first collects the schema information for each of the
tables and views in the data source. For each table or view object,
we gather various single and multi-column statistics using a sample
on those objects. We could leverage different sampling techniques
depending on the training budget. We also collect primary/foreign
keys from each of the table and view objects and produce candidate
denormalized base models for further processing.

Column inference. For each column in the base models, we ap-
ply quality checks to prune columns with too many missing values
and de-duplicate highly correlated ones. We then infer columns as
dimension, measure and filter columns based on their names, types,
statistics, and data quality. We infer each column independently
for each of the roles (dimensions, measures, filters) and the same
column may be inferred for multiple roles. We train the parameters
involved in column inference over different datasets and using the
user response (selected or not) to each of the generated models.

Model ranking. Given base models along with their column
inferences, we learn to rank a given model𝑀 (𝑏, 𝑑,𝑚, 𝑓 ), where b
is the base model, d is the dimension column, m is the measure
column, and f is the filter column. The model ranking is in turn a
function of individual rankings of base model and inferred columns.
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Figure 3: The PikePlace architecture.

We further incorporate typically seen model patterns across users
and datasets as additional weights in the model ranking. We learn
the initial ranking function using linear regression and manual
labeling, but then use the user response afterwards to tune the
parameters. Using better ML models for training will be part of
future work.

The model generator enumerates valid data models, while pri-
oritizing the typical patterns, and produces a ranked list of top-k
models. Each model is assigned a model name and users can create
new data models on top of existing ones.

2.2 Exploring Visualizations
Once the model generator has trained on a data source, users can
start exploring visualizations. There are three steps in this process.

Start exploration. A typical data analyst starts by selecting a
subset of rows from each of the table/views in their data sources.
They also plot the results to understand the shape and characteris-
tics of the data. In contrast to this manual process, PikePlace allows
users to directly start with interesting visualizations, ordered by
their ranking, and then inspect the SQL statement, description, or
usage of the data model behind them. Users can further refine the
visualizations by editing any model’s SQL statement. Thus, users
get a better sense of what is available and useful in their data.

Similarmodels. The second part of the exploration allows users
to see similar visualizations, i.e., either the same model presented
differently or models that are very similar. This is still the discovery
phase where the users are trying to figure out what other similar
data models could be useful. Users can ask the model generator for
as many newmodels as they want. The systemwill cache frequently
explored models across all users for better performance and record
the user activity for future training.

Searchmodels. Finally, apart from the model recommendations,
PikePlace also allows users to search the models. While many re-
cent AI-driven approaches allow for natural language search over
databases, the problem is to ensure correctness and usefulness of
what is being generated. This happens because all those approaches
focus on translating natural language to declarative SQL. Unfor-
tunately, users need to provide carefully crafted prompts to get
useful answers out of it. Instead, we learn from data to mine what
are the useful models present in the first place, and then provide a
guided search over those models. For each model generated by our
model generator, we generate its natural language description from
language models (using OpenAI’s gpt-3.5-turbo), and then allow
people to search over them using inverted indexes.

Overall, PikePlace simplifies the data modeling process by allow-
ing users to explore and build on top of generated data models.
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(a) Discovering data models.
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(b) Interactive performance.
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(c) Scalable operational costs.

Figure 4: PikePlace evaluation in terms of discoverability, performance, and cost.

2.3 Generated Workflows
Once the users are done with data modeling, they also want to
deploy and keep their data models updated. PikePlace generates all
required workflows for users’ data models as described below.

Model folding. Users can save any of their models (recom-
mended or modified) during the exploration phase. All saved mod-
els are deduplicated and collected into a single workflow. Since
users can compose models on top of each other, PikePlace folds all
models when adding them to the workflow. This means that model
queries are automatically expanded using a series of WITH clauses.
It is like query folding in Power Query [6]. Consequently, the back-
end query processing engine sees large query blocks that could
be better optimized and pipelined by their optimizers and query
processors, instead of seeing a series of small expensive queries.

Generate workflows. Instead of running live queries, PikePlace
pushes down all data models into scalable offline workflows that
could be run reliably. For example, a generated AirflowDAGwith all
the folded models. The DAG persists each model as a table or view
that will be then used by visualizations selected by the user. All vi-
sualizations load instantly since they directly access pre-aggregated
results. Users can specify the refresh rates for their charts and Pike-
Place takes care of running the workflow DAGs frequently enough
to meet those requirements. We also check changes in the inputs to
determine whether DAG executions could be delayed if the none
of the inputs have any changes.

Optimize workflows. Instead of running each data model sep-
arately, PikePlace analyzes whether there are shared computations
that could be reused across models to reduce the backend cost.
Many production systems have computation overlaps in their pro-
duction workloads and identifying or optimizing them manually
is incredibly hard [10, 11]. PikePlace helps identify and share such
overlaps automatically by inspecting the query trees and sharing
common subtrees via materialized views. As a result, users can
significantly reduce their computation costs, which is increasingly
a concern in many enterprise settings.

3 EVALUATION
We now present a brief evaluation of PikePlace along three metrics
that are relevant for business intelligence users:

Discovery. Figure 4a shows the discoverability of PikePlace
on four different Snowflake marketplace datasets. These datasets

have tens of tables, thousands of columns, and millions of model
and visualization candidates. Yet, PikePlace can narrow down and
generate few hundred high quality data models with a one-time
training of a few hundreds of seconds.

Performance. Figure 4b shows the performance of interactive
exploration of the same four Snowflake marketplace datasets with
PikePlace, over a period of five days in March 2023. Each of these
days have roughly 160 total requests from test users (all interactions
across all datasets), and the average latency of these requests’ ranges
from 4ms to 13ms, with an average of 10ms.

Cost. Finally, Figure 4c shows the cost of running interactive
analytics over TPC-H dataset, when scaling the dataset size from
10GB to 1TB. Users selected a variety of filter and aggregate models,
and PikePlace pushed them down as an optimized Airflow job,
which is significantly cheaper (workflow execution time 2.8x faster
on 1TB) compared to running the default queries.

In summary, PikePlace helps analysts discover the right data
models from massive search spaces, explore interesting visualiza-
tions at interactive speeds, and finally deploy them as optimized
workflows with much cheaper cost.

4 DEMONSTRATION
We now describe the demonstration setup and scenarios.

Setup. We will invite users to play with PikePlace using a AWS-
hosted web portal, as shown in Figure 5. The portal will allow
people to explore and gain insights over Snowflake marketplace
datasets. We will pre-train on 20 most popular datasets, from dif-
ferent domains, to play with and the audience can also add new
datasets that will train within a few minutes. The audience can
watch and play on computer screens, and we will also provide a
public link that anyone can open and play with on their mobile
phones. Each user will have their own browsing session, which they
can start and refresh anytime. Apart from free play, we will guide
the audience through four concrete scenarios described below.

4.1 Dataset Exploration
First, users can simply point to a dataset and start exploring in-
teresting explorations straightaway, without running any ’select *
from T’ queries. For each dataset, users can see its overall summary,
check out the most interesting model visualizations in there, and
asl for other similar model visualizations. For each model, users
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Figure 5: Screenshot of the PikePlace web portal for marketplace intelligence.

can inspect its SQL statement, natural language explanation, sam-
ple usage, and its interestingness score. Users can also perform
interactive actions like zoom, pan, select, or download the charts.

4.2 Guided Model Search
Once users are comfortable with a dataset, they can search for rele-
vant concepts in that dataset. PikePlace provides a guided search,
where all relevant keywords are extract, ranked, and indexed. Users
can start typing and see which concepts exist, ranked by their score,
and search relevant models for them. They can combine multiple
concepts and ask for other similar model visualizations.

4.3 Model/Chart Workspace
As users discover useful models and charts, they can now start
refining the model’s SQL statement to their business needs, e.g.,
changing the measure or the chart type. They can save any useful
model they find into the workspace while they continue exploring
for more models and visualizations. They can also save models
across different datasets, and anytime view one or more saved
model visualizations together at once place.

4.4 Generating Optimized Workflows
Finally, once the users have explored and collected the required data
models, users can now start operationalizing them for continuous
updates. Users can export one or more saved models into their
desired workflow formats, including Airflow, DBT, and LookML.
Users can also check the SQL statements and the explanations of
all selected models before exporting them for deployment.
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